Collaborative filtering (CF) recommendation is a knowledge sharing technology for distribution of opinions and facilitating contacts in network society between people with similar interests. The main concerns of the CF algorithm are about prediction accuracy, speed of response time, problem of data sparsity, and scalability. In general, the efforts of improving prediction algorithms and lessening response time are decoupled. We propose a three-step CF recommendation model, which is composed of profiling, inferring, and predicting steps while considering prediction accuracy and computing speed simultaneously. This model combines a CF algorithm with two machine learning processes, Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and Case Based Reasoning (CBR) by changing an unsupervized clustering problem into a supervized user preference reasoning problem, which is a novel approach for the CF recommendation field. This paper demonstrates the utility of the CF recommendation based on SOM cluster-indexing CBR with validation against control algorithms through an open dataset of user preference. q
Introduction
The advent of the network world induced by the rapid development of the Internet and the accompanying adoption of the Web has promoted the chances to create greater business opportunities and to reach customers more easily. This 24 £ 7 on-line accessibility has resulted in the enlargement of choices, but customers are faced with information overload. Their own arduous efforts are required to retrieve information that matches their preferences. It is an automated and sophisticated decision support system that is needed to suggest personalized information in a brief form without going through an annoying process.
Collaborative filtering (CF) recommendation is a knowledge sharing technology for distribution of opinions and facilitating contacts in network society between people with similar interests. The CF recommendation is the process of multiple users sharing information on the preferences and actions of an affinity group tracked by a system which, then, tries to make useful recommendations to individual users based on the patterns it predicts Kumar, Raghavan, Rajagopalan, & Tomkins, 1998) . CF recommendation also provides a complementary tool for information retrieval systems that facilitates users' navigation in a meaningful and personalized way. Most content retrieval methodologies use some type of a similarity score to match a query describing the content with key words, the individual titles or items, and then present the user with a ranked list of suggestions. However, conventional CF does not use any actual content (e.g. words, description, URL, etc.) of the items. It is rather based on preference ratings information to match users with similar interests together and to predict a user's rating for an unseen item by examining his/her community's rating for that item. The CF recommendation systems are built on the assumption that a good way to find interesting content is to find other people who have similar interests and then recommend items that those similar users like (Breese, Heckerman, & Kadie, 1998) .
Most research on recommendation systems can be divided into three categories: technical system development research, user behaviour and reaction research, and privacy issues. Our focus is on technical system development research, especially, the design and analysis of an algorithm for CF recommendation. As the number of users and items increases and the contents of each user's preference to the items changes, typical CF recommendation needs exponentially growing computation time for finding an affinity group and predicting each user's unknown preferences (Cho, Kim, & Kim, 2002; Claypool et al., 1999) . We find the potential for improving prediction accuracy and efficiency simultaneously by separating on-and off-line steps using recent clustering and reasoning machine learning techniques. This study presents a three-step CF model which is composed of SOM profiling, CBR inferring and CF predicting step. The SOM network has been studied as one of the most popular unsupervized neural network models for clustering and visualization in a number of real-world problems (Kohonen, Hynninen, Kangas, & Laaksonen, 1996) . The CBR is well known as it benefits from the case-specific knowledge of past problems to find solutions to the new problems (Kim & Han, 2001 ). These two outperforming machine learning methods can be combined for CF and increase the accuracy and efficiency in the recommendation process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of CF models for several recommendation techniques and issues with an emphasis on algorithmic features shown by previous research. Details of the proposed CF model are provided in Section 3. Section 4 describes the dataset, evaluation metrics and experimental design. Experiments are run on an open dataset associated with the MovieLens preference rating dataset, six experimental protocols and two evaluation metrics for the various algorithms. Results are shown in Section 5 and conclusion are presented in Section 6.
Background

Collaborative filtering recommendation
The fundamental function of CF is to predict the preferences of one user, referred to as the 'active user'. The problem space can be formulated as a matrix of users versus items, with each cell representing a user's rating on a specific item. Let I be the whole set of items, I h ð, IÞ be the subset that has been rated by the active user ðU a Þ; and I r ¼ ðI > I C h Þ be the subset that has not been rated by the U a : CF systems estimate U a 's preferences for items in I r based on the overlap between his/her preference ratings for items in I h and those of the other users.
The key advantage of CF is that it does not consider the content of the items being recommended, but human determine the relevance, quality, and interest of an items in the information stream. As a result, filtering can be performed on items that are hard to analyze with computers, such as Multimedia Component, ideas, feelings, people, and so on. Rather than mapping users to items through 'content attributes' or 'demographics', CF treats each item and user individually. Accordingly, it becomes possible to discover new items of interest simply because other people like them. At the same time, CF's dependence on human ratings can be a drawback. For a CF system to work well, several users must evaluate each item; even then, new items cannot be recommended until some users have taken the time to evaluate them. These limitations, often referred to as 'data sparsity' and 'cold start problem', cause trouble for users seeking obscure items (since nobody may have rated them) or advice on new items (since nobody has had a chance to evaluate them) (Good et al., 1999) .
CF related research starts from the Tapestry system, out of Xerox (Goldberg, Nichols, Oki, & Terry, 1992) which coined the term 'collaborative filtering' in the context of a system for filtering email using binary category flags. Tapestry was a full-featured filtering system for electronic documents-primarily electronic mail and Usenet postings. The GroupLens is a pioneering and ongoing effort in CF (Good et al., 1999; Herlocker et al., 1999; Konstan et al., 1997; Resnick, Iacovou, Sushak, Bergstrom, & Riedl, 1994; Schafer, Konstan, & Riedl, 2001 ). The GroupLens team initially implemented a neighbourhood-based CF system for rating Usenet articles. Several similar systems were developed around the same time as the GroupLens Usenet system, including the Ringo music recommender which used a number of measures of distance between users, including Pearson correlation, constrained Pearson correlation, vector cosine (Shardanand & Maes, 1995) , and the Bellcore Video Recommender (Hill, Stead, Rosenstein, & Furnas, 1995) . These three research systems used what have come to be called neighbourhood-based prediction algorithms. Due to their speed, flexibility, and understandability, neighbourhood-based prediction algorithms are currently one of the most effective ways to compute predictions in CF. Breese et al. (1998) identify two major classes of CF prediction algorithms; memory-based CF and model-based CF. Memory-based algorithms operate over the entire user database to make predictions. The most common memorybased models are based on the notion of nearest neighbours, using a variety of distance measures. Model-based systems are based on a compact model inferred from the data. They compare a number of algorithms including Bayesian clustering, decision-tree modelling, and also show that neighbourhood-based CF performed better than Bayesian belief networks for nonbinary domains. Bayesian network and correlation models are the best-performing if computational complexity is not taken into account. In this framework, our SOM clusterindexing CBR CF predictor model would be considered model-based CF.
More recently, a number of machine learning techniques and hybrid filtering techniques have been challenged. Hybrid filtering models combine recommendations from multiple sources which include the content of the item or page, the ratings of users, content-based filtering, and demographic information and so on. Balabanovíc and Shoham (1997) apply 'Selection agent', which decides the recommendation algorithm between content-based filtering and CF. Pazzani (1999) shows the hybrid approach for recommendation that uses more of the available information and consequently has more precise recommendations. The strengths of the different approaches can be complementary. Basu, Hirsh, and Cohen (1998) present an inductive learning approach to recommendation that is able to use both ratings information and other forms of information about each item in predicting user preferences. Delgado and Ishii (1999) suggest a weightedmajority rating approach and Pennock, Horvitz, Lawrence, and Giles (2000) suggest a hybrid memory and model based approach for personality diagnosis that computes the preference probability with the same personality grouping. However, these efforts of improving prediction algorithms are decoupled from computational complexity and response time issues.
In this paper, we introduce a computational machine learning CF model which comprises off-line learning part and on-line preference predicting part. This model focuses on accuracy and efficiency simultaneously by lessening online computation complexity with SOM cluster-indexing CBR process. Since we adapt the dense user-item matrix using the reference data set induced by SOM clusters' centroid value of each item, the correlation matrix is directly computed and then the active user's preference to item is predicted.
Self-organizing map
The SOM network, known as competitive learning or self-organization, has been shown as one of the most popular unsupervized competitive neural network learning models, for clustering and visualization in a number of realworld problems (Kohonen et al., 1996) . It is capable of mapping high-dimensional similar input data into clusters close to each other. It has two-layer, fully connected networks with a weight matrix. Sometimes, SOM called 'topology-preserving maps', assumes a topological structure among the cluster units. A topological map is simply a mapping that preserves neighbourhood relations and performs a topology-preserving projection from the data space onto a regular two-dimensional grid. The resulting maps provide users an intuitive and familiar way of correlating and illustrating input data sets. Furthermore, SOM can be used for clustering, classification, and modelling. The versatile properties of SOM make it a valuable tool in data mining. Relating to the clustering capability of SOM, Mangiameli, Chen, and West (1996) demonstrate that it is a better clustering algorithm than hierarchical clustering with overlapped dispersion, irrelevant variables, outliers or different sized populations. For that reason, SOM has been adapted as an analytical tool in various marketing domains including database marketing (Ha & Park, 1998) , segmentation of on-line markets (Vellido, Lisboa, & Meehan, 1999) and automatic labelling of customer clusters (Yuan & Chang, 2001) .
In this suggested CF recommendation model, we focus on the clustering capability of SOM. Given a set of users' preference patterns to items, X; the algorithm returns a prototype (a set of cluster's centroid values) y i for each cluster i: The prototypes are sometimes called neurons. The number of clusters, M; is a parameter that must be provided a priori. In the algorithm, first each prototype y p is randomly initialized (line 4). In the main loop (lines 5 -10), one randomly selects an element x [ X and determines the neuron y p that is nearest to x: In the inner loop (lines 8, 9), one considers all neurons y that are within a neighbourhood Nðy p Þ of y p ; including y p ; and updates them according to the formula in line 8. The effect of neuron updating is to move neuron y closer to pattern x: The degree by which y is moved towards x is controlled by the parameter g; which is called the learning rate. It has to be noted that gis dependent on the distance between y and y p ; i.e. if neuron y [ Nðy p Þ has a smaller distance to y p than neuron y 0 [ Nðy p Þ then y is moved towards x by a larger degree than neuron y 0 : After iterations through the repeat-loop, the learning rate g is reduced by a small amount, thus facilitating convergence of the algorithm. It can be expected that after a sufficient number of iterations the y i 's has moved into areas where many x j 's are concentrated. Hence each y i can be regarded as a cluster's centroid value which is used for the next CBR process as the 'cluster-indexed reference set'. The Pseudo code description is shown in Fig. 1 . In spite of several excellent applications, SOM has some limitations that hinder its performance. The typical limitations and the settlements are due to the vulnerability of convergence along a number of cluster and weight initialization, network size, and stopping rule conditions (Kim & Han, 2001) . To determine the number of cluster, we adapt the visualization techniques by use of principle component analysis (PCA). PCA was first introduced in 1901 by Pearson and Hotelling generalized it to random variables in 1933. The idea is to keep only the 'principal' eigenvectors (components). The number of eigenvectors to retain depends on the variances (eigenvalues) but is typically small. If v eigenvectors are retained, data are projected along the first n principal eigenvectors. In this study, PCA facilitates dimensionality reduction for off-line clustering of user and rapid online cluster assignment, and also users are projected onto the 'eigen-plane' in 2 or 3D scatter plot for visualization.
Case based reasoning
CBR is a methodology for building an analogy process, one way of human reasoning, which is the inference that a certain resemblance implies further similarity. It makes direct use of past experiences or cases to solve a new problem by recognizing its similarity with a specific known problem and by applying to find a solution for the current situation (Chiu, 2002; Choy, Lee, & Lo, 2002) . CBR applications can be broadly used for two main problem types: classification and synthesis tasks. The classification task is to match case against those in the case base to determine what type, or class, of case it is, and then the solution from the best matching case is reused. Synthesis task attempts to create a new solution by combining parts of previous solutions. CBR systems that perform synthesis tasks must make use of adaptation and are usually hybrid systems combining with other techniques.
Its main advantages over other techniques are as follows: in the CBR system, most knowledge is acquired in the case base and so it reduces the knowledge acquisition effort. That is, it makes use of existing case database, so it requires less general knowledge which is very difficult to get. Second, it requires less maintenance effort. Since rule bases or models should consider many dependencies between rules and effects of changes of the rule base are hard to predict, it is difficult to maintain. However, case bases are easier to maintain, because cases are independent of each other, domain experts and novices understand cases quite easily and maintenance of the CBR system can be done by adding/deleting cases.
CBR algorithms have been used for marketing decision making processes. Hui, Fong, and Jha (2001) present the hybrid CBR -ANN approach that integrates ANN with the CBR cycle to extract knowledge from service records for the web customer service. Choy et al. (2002) apply CBR to integrate customer relationship management (CRM) and supplier relationship management (SRM) for facilitating supply chain management of supplier selection. Chiu (2002) suggests a case based customer classification approach for direct marketing, which combines Genetic Algorithm and the CBR process.
The traditional process involved in CBR can be represented by a schematic cycle as shown in Fig. 2 . Aamodt and Plaza (1994) , Bradley (1994) describe CBR as a cyclical process: representation, retrieval, reuse, revision, and retainment.
Case retrieval searches the case base to select existing cases sharing significant features with the new case. Through the retrieval step, similar cases that are potentially useful to the current problem are retrieved from the case base. The computing of the degree of similarity between the input and the target case can usually be calculated using various similarity functions among which nearest-neighbour matching is one of the frequently used methods. Nearestneighbour matching is a quite direct method that uses a numerical function to compute the degree of similarity. Usually, cases with higher degrees of similarity are retrieved. A typical numerical function is shown in the following formula (Kolodner, 1993) .
where W i is the weight of the ith feature, f I i is the value of the ith feature for the input case, f R i is the value of the ith feature for the retrieved case, and sim ( ) is the similarity function for f
In our suggested CF model, CBR process provides classification and synthesis with additional generalized knowledge derived from the users' explicit preference patterns. Generalized knowledge can be acquired by the centroid values of clusters obtained using clustering techniques, which are added to the case base as representative cases and then used as a case indexing scheme in order to retrieve more relevant cases. The cluster-indexing approach assumes that there are some different subgroups (clusters) in each rated group. The centroid values of clusters are new artificial cases that extract the information from the whole case base and represent each clustered case.
SOM cluster-indexing CBR CF recommendation
This study utilizes the outperforming SOM as a clustering tool and the strength of CBR as assistance to index and retrieve like-minded users. The point of this study is to support the usage of the SOM for finding clusters with centroid value of items and CBR for indexing and retrieval in the CF recommendation process. The centroid values of clusters are the values of weight vectors that are the interim results from SOM learning processes, and these are standardized due to difference of rating scale. The standardized centroid values have the same representation scheme as raw users' rating value in spite of being learned artificial cases. These values represent clustered users of the entire user-base, and they are used as an indexing tool for each user. These standardized centroid values are consistent if learning is implemented again with the same parameters, although the addition of new users modify the standardized centroid values just a little.
The definite process of the cluster-indexing method is composed of three steps: profiling, inferring and predicting steps. In the profiling step operated in the back-office, PCA and preliminary SOM testing are performed to fit the stable cluster condition. Clusters are derived from the dense subset of user-item rating DB. All the training users are indexed by the SOM process in accordance with the similarity to the centroid values of each cluster. While the inferring step, CBR compares an active user with the centroid values. The most similar cluster is inferred from reference users indexed within the selected cluster. After the inferring step, preference prediction is performed on-line with correlation based CF between an active user and reference users of a selected cluster. Fig. 3 depicts the proposed model architecture.
Profiling step
In the profiling step, PCA is used for visualizing users' patterns and reducing the dimension of input items before SOM clustering. Clusters are then derived from the SOM process using reference user DB with dense preference rating data. The reference users are indexed by the cluster and comprise the cluster-indexing reference DB.
Step 1. User clustering with the centroid values of clusters by the SOM.
1.1 Explore users' distribution by PCA. 1.2 Determine number of clusters using PCA factors. 1.3 Initialize weight vectors of the SOM.
Find clusters and the standardized centroid values of
clusters.
Inferring step
When the item preference prediction of an active user is requested, an active user's rating information is compared with the standardized centroid values of each cluster. Through indexing and retrieval part of the CBR process, the most similar cluster is determined and retrieved.
Step 2. Active user indexing and retrieval with CBR. 2.1. Index an active user with the centroid values of clusters having minimum distance calculated by the k-Nearest Neighbour method, which is
where m is the given item, n i;m is the active user's rating value to item m; S is the standardizing factor for rating scale, and C ref;m represents the centroid values to item m of the fixed clusters. 2.2. Retrieve the neighbours that were indexed in the same cluster.
Predicting step
The active user's predicted preference value to the target item is calculated by a Pearson-correlation based filtering formula in the on-line prediction part.
Step 3. Prediction of active user's predicted preference value.
3.1. Calculate Pearson correlation between the active user and the most similar neighbours that were indexed in the same cluster
where wða; iÞ is the Pearson correlation coefficient to compute the weight for each user's contribution that is indexed in the same cluster. 3.2. Compute the prediction P a;t of active user ðU a Þ on target item I t :
wða; iÞðv i;t 2 m i Þ where the sum is same cluster-indexing users in the reference DB, n i;m is the rating cast by the other user i on item t; and m a is U a s mean rating. The constant k in front of the sum is an appropriate normalization factor. The process of the cluster-indexing method is exemplified in Fig. 4 If an active user's preference rating {5, _, 2, 2, …,?,…, 4} is given, at first, it is indexed as the most similar cluster C2 using the cluster-indexing DB, which is clustered by SOM in an off-line learning process. Next, this method retrieves the nearest neighbour users out of that cluster-indexing user group (C2). Finally, the predictive value of the active user's target item is calculated by use of the prediction formula.
Experiments
Experiments are run on open datasets, six different experimental predictors, and two evaluation metrics for the various algorithms. Results are compared with base-line models and other comparative models in terms of the level of data sparsity and machine learning techniques.
Data: MovieLens dataset
MovieLens data sets were collected by the GroupLens Research Project at the University of Minnesota (http://www.cs.umn.edu/Research/GroupLeans/data). The- historical dataset consists of 100,000 ratings from 943 users on 1682 movies with every user having at least 20 ratings and simple demographic information for the users (age, gender, occupation, zip code) is included. The ratings are on a numeric five-point scale with 1 and 2 representing negative ratings, 4 and 5 representing positive ratings, and 3 indicating ambivalence.
We sample a reference user set that has enough rating information to discover similar user patterns. The number of users that are extracted as the reference sample is 251. Among 100,000 rating records, 6093 were generated from 251 users rating data to 33 items out of 10 movie genres.
Evaluation metrics
Recommender systems researchers use several different measures for the quality of recommendations produced: statistical accuracy, decision-support metrics, coverage measures. We apply two metrics to our evaluation: normalized mean absolute error (NMAE) and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve including the area under ROC curve, which are used by Goldberg, Roeder, Gupta, and Perkins (2001) and Good et al. (1999) .
NMAE. We look at the average absolute deviation of the predicted rating to the actual rating on items the users in the test set have actually voted on. That is, if the number of predicted ratings in the test set is in the active case, m a ; then the average absolute deviation for an active user is
lP a;j 2 v a;j l
Since our numerical rating scale gives ratings over the range [1, 5] , we normalize to express errors as percentages of full scale: NMAE is NMAE ¼ MAE r max 2 r min ROC curve and area under ROC curve. This metric evaluates the performance of classification scheme in which there is one variable with two categories by which subjects are classified. ROC sensitivity is a signal processing measure of the decision making power of a filtering system. Operationally, it is the area under the ROC-a curve that plots the sensitivity vs. 1-specificity of the test (Swets, 1988) . Sensitivity refers to the probability of a randomly selected good item being accepted by the filter. Specificity is the probability of a randomly selected bad item being rejected by the filter. Points on the ROC curve represent trade-offs supported by the filter. The ROC sensitivity ranges from 0 to 1 where 1 is perfect and 0.5 is random.
To test the difference of six protocols' performance, we use one-way ANOVA with a post hoc test-Bonferroni procedure in the equal variance assumed for multiple comparisons statistics of MAE (Breese et al., 1998) . In this study, the post hoc test procedure is used for investigating the differences between specific experimental protocols in conjunction with ANOVA comparing each protocol's MAE difference.
Experimental setup
At first, we build the dataset into three experimental sets for testing the effect of the available information level (the number of items on which active users have rated). In the first set, named Allbut1, we withhold one selected item for each user in the test set, and try to predict its value given all the other ratings the user has voted on. In the second and third set of experiments, we select five and 10 ratings from each test user as the observed ratings, and then attempt to predict those preference levels. We call these Given5, and Given10. The Allbut1 experiments measure the algorithms' performance when given as much data as possible from each test user. The Given experiments look at users with less data available, and examine the performance of the algorithms when there is relatively little known about an active user.
Secondly, we present metrics derived from empirical analysis of the proposed SOM cluster-indexing CBR CF model, hereafter referred to as SCP, compared to baseline models and comparative 3-step models. The list of experiment protocols is shown in Table 1 .
SOM cluster-indexing CBR CF model
On the belief that an affinity group can be clustered according to the distribution of their rating values, a couple of clustering and visualizing methods are performed to find the number of clusters. In this study, clustering techniques involve two distinct works: (1) the determination of the number of clusters present in the reference-base; and (2) the assignment of reference users to one cluster. The number of clusters, which is the number of nodes in the output layer, depends on the expected number of clusters, but there is currently no apparent practical or theoretical way of determining the optimal size of the output layer (Nour & Madey, 1996) . There is a possible instability due to the randomness of clusters, so it requires a policy for initial cluster selection. To reduce this possibility, the SCP model contains the PCA process and preliminary SOM clustering. At first, each reference user's distribution is summarized by PCA using 6093 rating records in the 33 movie among 10 genres before SOM clustering. In this experiment, we chose three components by PCA, and data are projected onto the eigen-plane for pre-visualization shown as Figs. 5 and 6. In preliminary SOM clustering, the number of clusters is set as 2 -10. When deciding the optimal number of clusters, the lowest cluster number is selected so that each cluster can have as many indexed reference users as possible. If a cluster has no or only a few users, this cluster does not have sufficient user cases to find a more similar user within indexed users. The total number of neurons in the output layer is decided as being four clusters according to the results of the preliminary SOM that was performed to find the number of clusters.
Based on the SOM learning, each user in reference DB is indexed into a cluster. In addition to indexing, the centroid values of each item are deduced and its average values of each genre cluster suggest each cluster's inferable genre preference characteristics shown in Table 2 (a) and (b). It appears as if each cluster is grouped by rating level, and a quick glance seems to suggest that the average rating is going up, i.e. C4 (0.7810) is relatively more liberal than C1 (0.5400). However, a closer look shows that each cluster has different genre and movie preferences. For example, C1 is a comparatively negative group, but this group prefers tough genres such as horror, crime, and war Multimedia Component to soft ones such as drama, romance films. On the other hand, C3 rates higher than C1. This affinity group likes science-fiction and adventure rather than horror, which is the most preferred genre for C1.
Comparative models
Previous research on CF algorithms has tended to compare the performance of algorithms exclusively within that research, so making comparisons of algorithm performance from paper to paper is difficult. We show three baseline predictors, by-user-average CF predictor (UAP), by-item-average CF predictor (IAP) and simple Pearson CF predictor (SPP), to provide benchmarks against which any predictor could be compared. The baseline algorithms are simple, efficient and return reasonable results. The UAP returns the average of the ratings the given user has already entered. The IAP gives the average rating for the given movie of all users that have voted for that movie. The SPP returns the Pearson correlation based neighbourhood prediction.
To demonstrate the utility of the SCP model, we change the CBR process into neural network and induction technique as a classification method withholding the 1st SOM profiling step and the 3rd Pearson correlation-based prediction step. The SOM neural network CF Predictor (SNP) uses the well known back propagation neural network algorithm in the classification step and all decision coefficients are controlled to achieve the best prediction accuracy. The SOM induction CF Predictor (SIP) uses decision a tree technique known as induction, especially SEE 5.0 algorithm which is an upgraded version of Quinlan (1993) decision tree classifier C4.5. Bold numbers mean the most preferred genre in each cluster, and italicized numbers are the worst.
Results
To validate the effectiveness of SCP, prediction accuracy is compared with the comparative experimental algorithms in terms of NMAE and the area under the ROC curve. Table 3 (a) and (b) tabulates the accuracy results of each protocol on the movie dataset.
SPP reflects better users' preference than simple average predictors (UAP, IAP) in the all experiment dataset, Allbut1, Given5 and Given10 at the 5% significance level among the baseline model, which are the same results as the ROC area metric. These results support that CF algorithm is more accurate than simple average predictors that have not considered the like-minded affinity group to predict active users' preference. Comparing between UAP and IAP, when not enough rating data are available to apply a CF algorithm, user average value has more predictive power than item average value.
SCP and SNP, which use a clustering-classification method, yield superior results to SPP, which is a type of memory-based model. However, the SIP model shows worse performance than all other experimental protocols. So model-based CF methods, especially machine learning technique-based CF models, have promising potential to improve, but their success depends on methodology suitability. Especially, the SCP model shows an outperforming result (0.1583 NMAE on Given 10 and an ROC area of 0.8461) compared with other comparative modelling by NMAE and ROC area metrics. It dominates UAP, IAP, SPP, SIP models at the 5% and 1% significance levels and yields better performance than SNP. According to our experiment, the SCP model can alleviate prediction error about 4%.
From the viewpoint of data sparsity, Given10's average NMAE (0.1790), which has less preference information, reports a higher error rate than Allbut1 (0.1564) and Given5 (0.1747). This implies that as explicit information, about preference rating to items, becomes sparse, the prediction accuracy decreases. In this study, we make a pre-filtered DB, named as reference DB which is composed of dense user-item rating data. Building a high-density preference DB can be one approach for alleviating the sparsity problem to achieve higher recommendation accuracy.
Overall, among the ROC curves illustrated in Fig. 7 , the SCP model is stably dominant to other clustering-classifi- cation CF models and memory-based models. This implies that when the item recommendation criterion is changed, the SCP model can be flexibly applied. For example, even if the recommendable item criterion is changed from 5 to 4 stars in the movie recommendation, the SCP model does still works.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an SCP model which applies two combing machine learning techniques, SOM and CBR to the consecutive CF prediction process as a new approach in the CF recommendation field. This study shows that cluster-indexing CBR is an effective user indexing and retrieval method for CF recommendation. Instead of using all user's ratings for retrieval of nearest neighbour, SOM cluster-indexing CBR approach alleviates the on-line computational complexity by use of significant cluster-centroid values induced from SOM process. The SOM facilitates affinity user grouping and extraction of representative centroid values of each cluster's items for assisting case indexing and retrieval of CBR. For SOM clustering of our study, most of the computational costs are involved in the training process and this process is done off-line in the profiling step. After that, the CBR process and CF prediction in the selected cluster are a compact representation of the raw ratings information, and thus the time and space complexities on making recommendations are quite low.
The performance of our model yields superior results compared to memory-based CF techniques and other previous hybrid CF models. The NMAE values induced from our model indicate that predicted rating values will be within roughly 15% of the true rating values. So the items with predicted ratings well above the mean for a new user in many cases will correspond to desirable items for that user. These accuracies are comparable with those reported for a completely different data set (jokes); the algorithms in Goldberg et al. (2001) show NMAE from 0.187 to 0.237 in the 20 unit rating scale [2 10, þ 10]. Herlocker et al. (1999) report MAE from 0.768 to 0.828. When these are normalized to the 4 unit rating scale [1, 5] , they yield NMAE from 0.192 to 0.207 in the same MovieLens data set. According to Goldberg et al. (2001) , if user ratings are distributed uniformly or normally, random predictions yield NMAE of 33 and 28%, respectively. Our model also yields superior performance when compared to other traditional memorybased CF algorithms and other NN and induction based CF prediction algorithms. This suggests that there is room for improved accuracy for all current CF algorithms.
We are experimenting with a number of variations, such as k-means clustering and hybrid approaches with adaptive online weighting to further improve accuracy without altering online computation time. This study compares several computational approaches to CF recommendation, considering prediction accuracy and response speed simultaneously. Especially, data mining techniques, such as SOM, NN and CBR have shown the potential for improving. The promising potential for CF systems can be investigated by integrating with product/customer-specific information profiling, implicit information analysis such as web-page navigation history and retrieval technology. In the future research, we will suggest hybrid recommendation algorithms and try to apply our model into a real-world personalized recommendation site.
